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(PRWEB UK) 20 November 2017 -- SAP Consultancy Edenhouse Solutions wins Best Performing Company in
the Consulting & Systems Integration category at the Megabuyte50 Awards.

As one of the highest new entrants, multi-award winning consultancy, Edenhouse Solutions was unveiled as the
fourth best-performing, mid-market technology company by independent technology sector research provider
Megabyte, in their annual Megabuyte50 private company scorecard rankings.

CEO, Paul Solomon and Sales Director, Robert Waters collected the prestigious award on Wednesday 15th
November at the Megabuyte50 Awards, held at the Ham Yard Hotel, London.

Celebrating the very best performing UK tech companies, the Megabuyte50 Report is measured by the
Megabuyte50 Scorecard; a benchmarking methodology which assesses the performance of software, IT and
telecoms service businesses. The methodology takes seven key measures into consideration, including; growth,
cash conversion, profitability, and size.

Megabuyte’s view on Edenhouse; Edenhouse’s impressive growth has come through the successful execution
of a simple business model that focuses on customers and staff, organic growth, and an onshore model. In the
process, Edenhouse has established itself as an SAP one-stop shop, attracting new customers, obtaining SAP
clients from competitors and seeing existing customers spend more. And it appears that this simple but effective
formula is unlikely to change as the company eyes further UK expansion and invests in support services and
new technology.

CEO, Paul Solomon commented; “To be listed as one of the highest overall new entrants and to receive the
Best Performing Company award in the Consulting & Systems Integration category, is a fantastic achievement.
Our continued success is due to our strong visions and values, which focus on quality, delivering a first-class
service to our customers and continually investing in our staff, particularly as we’re in a period of change;
where people are consuming IT differently.”

-ENDS-

Notes to Editors

About Edenhouse

Edenhouse Solutions is a full-service SAP consultancy providing fully integrated end-to-end business solutions
for both new and existing SAP customers. We implement the latest SAP technologies and cloud innovations
and provide a complete service of enterprise solutions from Licence, Implementation Services, Managed
Services, through to Support and Maintenance. We're one of the most experienced SAP HANA partners in the
UK, with expertise gained through multiple HANA projects and now more recently the migration and
implementation of S/4HANA.
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Visit http://www.edenhousesolutions.co.uk for further information

About Megabuyte

Megabuyte is an origination, transaction support and data analytics platform enabling investors, advisers and
CXOs to identify, benchmark and monitor UK mid-market technology companies of relevance to them. The
proprietary nature of Megabuyte’s content, including its industry-leading Megabuyte Scorecard benchmarking
methodology, combined with its unrivalled private company coverage, independence and deep domain
experience, have served to make it one of sector’s most respected and authoritative commentators.

Visit http://www.megabuyte.com for further information.

About the megabuyte50 awards

The megabuyte50 awards are an annual event and an independent ranking of the UK’s best-performing,
privately-owned technology companies. As well as listing the 50 best-performing companies overall, the
awards also recognise individual excellence across a number of different performance categories. Rankings are
compiled using Megabuyte’s proprietary Megabuyte Scorecard methodology, which scores companies against
seven key growth-related financial KPIs. The rigour of Megabuyte Scorecard analysis, combined with a
specific focus on pure-breed technology companies, have made the megabuyte50 awards the most influential
benchmarking reference in the UK technology sector.

The megabuyte50 awards are one of three award series run by Megabuyte alongside the Megabuyte Quoted25
awards, which identify the UK’s best-performing quoted technology companies independently of share price
performance, and the Megabuyte Emerging Stars awards which identify the UK’s best-performing technology
scale-ups.

Visit http://www.megabuyte-awards.com for further information.
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Contact Information
Sophie Dell
Edenhouse Solutions
http://www.edenhousesolutions.co.uk
+44 1217679280

Joanna Bates
Edenhouse Solutions
http://www.edenhousesolutions.co.uk
(0) 121 767 9280

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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